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Abst ract  
In this article, I argue that Open Educational Resources (OERs) can- create opportunities for 

democratic education by emphasizing collabo- rative construction, re-vision and updating of 
knowledge content. This may allow people belonging to different communities and social groups 
to take collective responsibility for the creation and maintenance of public knowledge content to 
be used for educational purposes. Such potential is only partially exploited if the practices of 
reuse favour con- sumption in place of co-construction. Moreover, although primarily in- 
tended for formal education, the potential or OERs is best expressed in hybrid practices where 
formal and non-formal contexts are not intend- ed as mutually exclusive. A participatory and 
hybrid framework for the re-use of OERs in the long term might create the conditions of a 
more democratic management of knowledge in the larger society. However, to fully exploit 
the potential of OERs there is a need to develop poli- cies and practices able to address a 
number of challenges raised by the hybrid, participatory, and technology-enabled co-creation, 
re-use and re-mix of public knowledge. 
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1. Introduction 

 
The use of Open Educational Resources (OERs) is becoming a growing trend in educational 

practice. OERs are expected to provide wide access to high quality educational content worldwide. 
The movement around OERs arises from the idea that knowledge is a public good and that the 
current development of technology provides a great opportunity to equalize access to knowledge 
and learning opportunities by sharing and re-using high- quality online resources: 

 
OER are based on the simple but powerful idea that the world’s knowledge is a public good like water 
or air, and thus access to it should be open to everybody. (Atkins et al., 2007: 5) 
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OER are seen as a way to update and expand education and lifelong learn- ing for the knowledge-
based society and economy. (Schaffert & Geser, 2008: 2) 

 
An often-implicit assumption in the discourse on OERs is that such openness of knowledge 

resources used for teaching learning and research might improve the participation in the political, 
economic, social and cul- tural contexts of society (Geser, 2007; see also Deimann, 2013). In 
this sense, OERs are conceived as a tool for a more democratic approach to education realized 
thanks to the current development of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), which 
is expected to have an impact on larger societal processes of participation. 

In this article, I will  argue that the potential of OERs does not lie only on the increased 
availability of knowledge for free re-use that is often at the centre of the discourse on OERs. 
Indeed, releasing educational content with an open license such as Creative Commons (CC) 
creates opportuni- ties for novel educational practices that involve collaborative construction, re-
vision and updating of knowledge content, allowing people belonging to different communities 
and social groups—professionals and experts in different fields, educators and teachers, students, 
etc.—to take collective re- sponsibility for the creation and maintenance of public knowledge 
content to be used for educational purposes. 

My proposal is 













 
The concept of pervasivity discussed by Scardamalia (2002) is particu- larly interesting in 

relation to current policies that are aimed at promoting the active participation of citizens to the 
management of public knowledge. Some authors argue that democratic citizenship should be 
“active, partici- patory and responsible” (see, for example, Goisis, 2015), thus involving active 
participation as an intrinsic feature of citizenship. In line with this ideal, the European policy 
documents of the last few years emphasize the need of sustaining the active participation of 
citizens, in particular concern- ing the management of knowledge. For example, the 2012 
conclusions of the European Council on participatory governance of cultural heritage— which is 
an aspect very strictly related to the governance of knowledge— are very illuminating in this 
respect. In this document, the Council invites member states to adopt participatory approaches 
for the management of the cultural heritage governance, promoting the civic participation of citi- 
zens. This type of approach is central in current EU policies that aim at participatory local 
development. A second example is the 2014 UNESCO declaration of Florence, which goes in a 
similar direction recommending participatory models that are centred on people and communities 
and sup- port the direct involvement of citizens in the cultural life, in particular as “creators and 
producers of cultural expressions.”  

My main point here is that conceiving OERs as collectively built and progressively updated 
knowledge resources, adopting a participatory ped- agogical approach, might allow to develop the 
attitudes, skills and compe- tences necessary for a more active, participatory and responsible 
citizen- ship. The technological development more and more allows to develop participatory 
practices where students (and more in general citizens) be- come co-producers of knowledge: 

 
The advent of Web 2.0 technology (which includes weblogs or ‘blogs’, wikis and user-edited 
encyclopaedias such as Wikipedia) with its ability to sup- 

port considerably greater interaction between individuals, and the immense opportunities it offers for 
the creation of new, collaborative, user-generated content, presents new challenges to the delivery and 
effective use of OER (Brown & Adler, 2008). If  the potential of OER is to be fully  realised then it 
should capitalise on the opportunities offered by Web 2.0 technology. (Terras et al., 2013: 161) 

 
As suggested by Wegerif (2011) the Internet combines the features of dialogue—enhancing 

participation and expression of multiple voices—and the features of writing—which tends to 
transcend contexts. In this way, it allows the emergence of a global, rather than local, 
participatory Self, provided that appropriate pedagogical models are developed and imple- 
mented. 

An interesting and recent example of the impact of technology in trans- forming social practices 
in this sense is the case of 3D Printers. These are a new type of technology, which allows to 
build 3D objects that would take special resources, tools and skills if  using conventional 
manufacturing techniques. This kind of technology allows an active approach where users can 
easily explore different ways of designing an object and share it easily through email with whoever 
owns a 3D printer. In this way, transforming a design idea into a real object is not anymore a 
monopoly of highly trained professionals and companies who can invest huge amounts of money in 
ex- pensive tools. Realizing an innovative object, thanks to 3D printers, could be achieved by 
learners, or groups of learners who have a good idea and the will  to spend a certain amount of 
time and energy to develop it, ex- ploring and familiarizing with the world of 3D design. In other 
words, 3D printers might allow to “democratize innovation” (Atkins et al., 2007: 63), since the 
tools are inexpensive and relatively easy to use. 

However, the configuration and implementation of such a democratic approach is not devoid 
of challenges. Sustaining a participatory model both in education and in the larger society 
requires a deep socio-cultural transformation and the development of socio-technical systems 
facilitat- ing dialogue and collaborative work on knowledge artifacts, considering different levels 
and different types of participation. The effectiveness of OER can only be realised if  both 
providers and users possess and utilise the appropriate media literacy skills that enable them to 
make full  use of the educational content available (Terras et al., 2013). Moreover, such an 
approach raises basic philosophical issues to do with the nature of owner- ship, with the validation 
of knowledge and with concepts such as altruism and collective goods (Hylén & Schuller, 2007), 
which need to be addressed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Conclusions 



 
 

Olcott (2012) in his concluding remarks on the emerging issues con- cerning OERs for 
universities, recognized that OER are not a panacea for 

 
resolving all the issues in contemporary society or in higher education. However, he expressed 
quite vividly  the point of view of those who pro- mote the value of OER: 

 
OER are social advocates for cultural and ethnic dialogue; they are capacity building tools for a child’s 
imagination; they are political voices of demo- cracy; and they may ultimately be the genuine equalizer 
for social inclusion in a pluralistic, multicultural, and imperfect world. (Ibid.: 289) 

 
Enlarging the participation in the creation, revision and maintenance of OERs to a wider 

public than OER experts, creating a bridge between educational institutions and the larger 
society, is a valuable prospect for the democratic management of knowledge in contemporary 
society. The current development of ICT facilitates the development of novel educa- tional 
practices. However, as I have discussed, a participatory approach to knowledge management 
requires a focus on the complex socio-technical processes involved, which generate many 
challenges. To address these chal- lenges the need is to design practices that lead to the education of 
cohorts of active and responsible citizens, prepared for democratic forms of citizen- ship that involve 
dialogue and openness to the Other (Wegerif, 2011). 
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